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Bisci, Tina

Subject: Olive road BHN

 

From: Brent Cycling Campaign 
Sent: 25 January 2021 11:45 
To:  
Subject: Olive road BHN 
 
Good morning, 
 
Hope you all had a good weekend and that the snow didn't create too much mayhem on the roads in Brent. What was great fun 
to most of us must be quite challenging when you work in highways! 
 
Anyway, just to let you know that two videos are circulating on social media about ambulances and bollards. Neither are really 
clear as to what the wider context was, but on one in Mora road, it was clear that the ambulance driver seems to be discovering 
the bollard and had no idea what to do with it. There was also the small issue of one vehicle parked in the middle of the road 
and an incoming one that would have blocked the ambulance regardless of the bollard. But this seems to only be obvious to 
some people and not to others based on the discussion that ensues. 
 
Anyway, as per Sunday (yesterday) the bollard on Mora was stolen. So we now have: 

 St Michael: bollard inside the cardboard giant leaflet -> no filter, cars go through  
 Mora: bollard stolen ->  no filter, cars go through  
 Ashford: two out of three bollards have no padlock -> efficiency of the filter unknown  
 Ivy: filter is operational with an added mini snowman yesterday :)  

 

 
 
Also, the resurfacing of the pavement on Olive road, site was bit messy and may be a challenge for those with mobility issues.  
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One Network has information that is inaccurate or incomplete. It currently shows a filter on Agave road and St Michael but not 
on Ivy, Ashford or Mora. On Goggle it's a mixture too and with different symbols for different sites. On Waze, they are all there, 
including Agave. 
 
Thank you 
 
 


